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Points are scored throughout each match by doing the following: 
1. Scoring power cells in the high or low openings of the power port during the autonomous phase 

(first 15 seconds).  
2. After 9 power cells are placed, robots need to rotate the wheel on the control panel 3 to 5 rotations. 
3. Score 20 more power cells in the low or high openings  at the power port (high opening are worth 

more points). 
4. After 20 power cells are placed, robots need to rotate the wheel to a specific color.  The color 

changes each match and drivers are notified of which color once the 20 power cells are placed. 
5. Keep placing power cells until the end of the match. 
6. In the last 30 seconds, robots can return to the Shield Generator, reach up to the hanger and lift 

themselves off the ground.  The hanger pivots.  Robots earn points for lifting themselves off the 
ground and balancing the hanger (either by themselves or between the 3 robots). 

Here’s a link to the video released by FIRST that shows an animation of the game:     
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmiYWTmFRVE  
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Infinite Recharge takes place in a futuristic city (modeled after Star Wars) that is in danger of an 
asteroid strike.  With our two alliance partners, RAGE will have 2½ minutes to energize and 
activate the shield generator to save the city. 

We are excited to announce that our Dean’s List 
Award nominees for the 2020 season are Bethany 
Bonofiglio and Kat Canavan.  The Dean’s List Award 
is awarded to students who share their passion for 
FIRST with their team and the community, who have 
excelled in the technical aspects of robotics and who 
have made significant contributions to the team.  In 
addition to an essay submission by the team’s 
mentors, both Bethany and Kat will be interviewed 
and judged at a competition.  We wish them the best 
of luck! 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLZT9pIgNOV6ZzienUkfYzfV_wzufKq_6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmiYWTmFRVE
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CAD Subgroup:   CAD is finalizing the last details of the design for all of the robot elements. We are 
nearing the end of the Build season and they have been working tirelessly to detail out the 
connections and figure out how to fit so many functions into one robot!  

Build:  As the Build group gets plans from CAD, they have been assembling the wheels , belts and 
pulleys, have been building the gearboxes and were making brackets for mounting the gear boxes. 

Pneumatics/Safety Subgroup:  The pneumatics group worked on attaching the fittings to the 
pistons and sizing everything that will be needed.  The safety group prepared a presentation on the 
safe use of the tools while in the robotics room. 
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Electrical Subgroup:  The electrical subgroup spent the week attaching the roboRIO, PDP, VRM, 
PCM, the radio and the motor controllers to panels of plexiglass that were then attached to the robot 
base.  If needed, the panels can be easily accessed for quick repairs during competitions.  The 
group also built a custom length ethernet cable to connect the roboRIO to the radio and attached the 
battery box to the base.  

Non-Technical Subgroup:  After weeks of editing, the Non-
Technical subgroup submitted their essay to FIRST!  They 
then jumped into preparing for the presentation by 
practicing the script and building the props.  What a week!    
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The team thanks the Pater, Twarz and Canavan families for our 
Saturday morning treats! 
 

Countdown to our 1st Competition: 20 days! 
 

For additional team info, please check us out on Facebook (RAGE 
Robotics), follow us on Instagram (ragerobotics173) or Twitter 
(@RAGE173). 

Scouting:    
The scouting 
group worked on their updated “box” for 
scanning QR codes at the competitions 
and continued working on the app.  They 
also began working on their tutorial for 
the rest of the team to show them how 
the app works, why they need to 
download DROPBOX, and why the 
scouting data is so important. 

Programming: The programmers kept the momentum going and worked on the code for the 
joysticks, LEDs and ball intake.  

Important Dates: 
 

1st competition at 
Woodstock Academy:   

2/29 & 3/1 
 

Willington Pizza—RAGE 
night!  3/6 

 
2nd competition at WNEC: 

3/21 & 3/22 
 

New Englands (if we 
qualify):  4/8-4/11 

 
Worlds (if we qualify): 4/29-

5/2 
 

Hartford Yardgoats—Robot 
Night!  5/27 

Sponsors 
The RAGE students have made a renewed 
effort this year to engage the local 
community and create a wider base of 
support moving forward.  We are excited by 
the responses so far and want to say a huge 
thank you to everyone who has helped out 
so far.  This week, we’d like to say thank 
you to our newest sponsor, AJP Electric for 
their support!  
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